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Abstract: Environmentally-extended input-output (EEIO) analysis provides a simple and
robust method for evaluating the linkages between economic consumption activities and
environmental impacts, including the harvest and degradation of natural resources. EEIO
is now widely used to evaluate the upstream, consumption-based drivers of downstream
environmental impacts and to evaluate the environmental impacts embodied in goods and
services that are traded between nations. While the mathematics of input-output analysis are
not complex, straightforward explanations of this approach for those without mathematical
backgrounds remain difficult to find. This manuscript provides a conceptual and intuitive
introduction to the goals of EEIO, the principles and mathematics behind EEIO analysis and
the strengths and limitations of the EEIO approach. The wider adoption of EEIO approaches
will help researchers and policy makers to better measure, and potentially decrease, the
ultimate drivers of environmental degradation.
Keywords: input-output; environment; ecology; economics; biodiversity; indicator;
consumption; sector

1. Introduction
As human impacts on the natural environment continue to grow, methods that can identify the
ultimate,
upstream causes of these impacts are becoming increasingly important.
Environmentally-extended input-output analysis (EEIO) is a long-established technique that continues
to grow in popularity as a method for evaluating the relationship between economic activities and
downstream environmental impacts. Among other applications, EEIO-based approaches have been
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recently used for analysis of the global carbon [1–5], water [6,7], ecological [8–10], nitrogen [11] and
biodiversity/wildlife footprints [12,13]. This technique can be used to identify the economic drivers of
any environmental impact, including the emission of pollutants, the degradation or harvest of natural
resources and the loss of biodiversity.
While the basic mathematics of EEIO are not complex, simple, intuitive explanations of this technique
for those without mathematical backgrounds remain difficult to find. This manuscript reviews the goals
of EEIO, the principles and mathematics behind basic EEIO analysis and the strengths and limitations
of the EEIO approach.
Readers who are interested in additional information on EEIO are encouraged to begin by consulting
the comprehensive textbooks by Miller and Blair [14] and ten Raa [15], as well as the Eurostat Manual
of Supply, Use, and Input-Output Tables [16]. Information on the development of new, global-scale
input-output databases that are useful for EEIO applications can be found in several reviews [17,18] and
in a recent special issue of the journal, Economic Systems Research ([19] and associated papers).
2. The Goals of EEIO
In the environmental literature, EEIO is generally used to accomplish one or both of two major goals:
1. To calculate the hidden, upstream, indirect or embodied (these words are often used
interchangeably) environmental impacts associated with a downstream consumption activity, such
as the total carbon emissions that occur when a person purchases and consumes a hamburger;
2. To calculate the amount of embodied environmental impact in goods traded between nations, such
as how much nitrogen is released into the environment in the United States and then “exported” in
wheat that is shipped to Denmark.
Traditionally, analysis of upstream environmental impacts and embodied impacts in traded products
has been completed using process-based lifecycle analysis focused on individual products and a chosen
upstream environmental impact. These traditional methods have several limitations, described below,
that are addressed by EEIO approaches. EEIO approaches have other, different limitations, however,
that are described in the Discussion section.
Throughout the examples below, the term “upstream” should be understood to refer to impacts
associated with the various activities of sectors and industries that produce products that are eventually
sold to end consumers. In some cases, there may be substantial impacts that occur directly at the level of
the end consumer. For example, the carbon dioxide emission associated with the production of steel used
to build a car would be an upstream impact, while the direct emission of carbon dioxide by a consumer
who burns gasoline would be be a “zeroth layer” or direct impact. These direct impacts do not require the
analysis described below and should instead be inventoried and assigned to the responsible consumers
separately from the EEIO analysis.
All of the examples and analysis below employ a “consumer responsibility” philosophy, in which
ultimate responsibility for environmental impacts is assigned to the end consumer who purchases a good
or service [20]. This approach is the most common in the EEIO literature.
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2.1. Total Impact Assessment of a Consumption Activity
Consider, as an example, a consumer in the United States who purchases a hamburger and would like
to know the total, upstream carbon emissions (or any other type of upstream environmental impact) that
result from the production and sale of that hamburger. Following the hamburger backwards through the
production process might result in a tree like that in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Sample “production tree” showing upstream inputs required to provide a
hamburger to a final consumer.
Hamburger
Beef

Wrapper

Feed
Fertilizer

Tractor

Water
Pipes

Pump

Paper
Pulp

Water

Plastic
Oil

Electricity

The creation of each of the products upstream from the hamburger (for example, the pipes used to
transport the water, the fertilizer applied to the feed crop, etc.) requires an associated carbon emission.
In principle, by adding up the carbon emissions associated with each upstream product, the total carbon
emissions associated with the hamburger can be calculated. In practice, however, this approach has
several limitations.
• This tree, in theory, continues back for an infinite number of production layers, but the number of
upstream products that can be enumerated and analyzed is limited. If the analysis stops after only
the first or second level, the estimate of the total emissions will suffer from truncation error and
will almost certainly be an underestimate [21];
• Businesses may not make information about their production recipes publicly available, and it may
thus be impossible to determine what particular inputs are used to produce an upstream product
(for example, the hamburger wrapper) using this method;
• There may be cycles, or loops, in the tree. For example, the generation of electricity on the bottom
right of the tree may itself require water, which requires pipes, which requires electricity again,
and so on;
• Issues of double counting may arise. For example, some of the water used in the production of the
paper may be recycled and used for watering crops afterwards. How should the carbon emissions
associated with the transport and pumping of this water be divided between the paper and the
crops? What if some of the pulp is made from recycled paper?
2.2. Embodied Impacts in Trade
In a similar fashion, consider, as an example, wheat that is grown in the United States and exported
to other nations. Growing wheat involves the runoff of nitrogen within the US, and the question arises
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of how much that “virtual nitrogen” is exported from the US (or, equivalently, which nation’s consumers
ultimately drive the runoff of nitrogen within the United States by eating finished products, such as
bread). A similar tree (Figure 2) can be used to evaluate the flow of embodied environmental impacts in
goods traded between nations.
Figure 2. Sample diagram of trade flows of a product, wheat and two derived secondary
products, bread and meat, between nations.

United States

wheat

bread

Germany

meat

France

Denmark

This analysis has often been completed using a product coefficient approach ([22,23] and the
discussion and references therein) that relies on product flow data from sources such as the
Food and Agriculture Organization FAOSTAT database [24] or the United Nations Commodity Trade
Statistics Database (COMTRADE) [25]. Because of the nation-of-origin tracking used in these
databases, this approach is able to accurately measure imports and exports of raw products between
nations (the link from the United States to Denmark in this example). However, several additional
complications make these coefficient-based analyses difficult and potentially inaccurate.
• Trade statistics do not include information on second-step (or beyond) trade in processed products.
For example, although FAOSTAT may correctly report the tonnage of wheat exported from the
United States to Denmark, this does not necessarily mean that this amount of US wheat was
eventually consumed in Denmark. If the wheat is processed into bread and exported to Germany,
the “responsibility” for the associated environmental impacts of wheat production in the US should
be allocated to German, not Danish, consumers. While data on exports of bread from Denmark
to Germany are available, FAOSTAT and COMTRADE do not directly report the relationship
between US wheat and bread consumed in Germany;
• Using identical logic to the above, products that are used as animal feed cannot be easily tracked
by traditional coefficient-based analyses (livestock meat can be considered a secondary product,
like bread, in this case);
• Traditional product-based approaches do not account for trade in services between nations.
Consider, for example, the case of paper instead of wheat. If paper is used in a call center in
India that exists to service the demands of US consumers, the upstream impacts of the production
of this paper should arguably be allocated to US consumers, without whom the call center would
not exist. This trade in services cannot be captured by traditional, product-based physical analyses;
• One-by-one evaluation of the flows of embodied environmental impacts embodied in several
hundred or thousand products traded between several hundred nations rapidly becomes prohibitive.
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3. Concept and Mathematics of EEIO
The basic concept of EEIO is to replace the manually-constructed trees of the previous section with
a input-output matrix that shows flows, usually monetary, but sometimes physical, between economic
sectors. In principle, for example, by measuring the amount of money that the beef sector spends in
the feed (or agriculture) sector and measuring the carbon emissions per dollar of product sold by the
feed sector, the amount of carbon emissions in the agriculture sector that are ultimately driven by the
production of beef can be estimated. More generally, this approach can track flows of embodied impacts
in products and services between many sectors of the economy simultaneously. By tracking the dollar
value of German purchases of bread from Denmark and Danish purchases of wheat from the United
States, the flows of these embodied impacts between nations can also be tracked.
The example below describes an open model, where the demand for goods and services by final
consumers (such as households) is exogenous and separate from the activities of the production sectors,
in which any and all products produced by the economy are consumed within the same economic system
(i.e., there are no imports or exports). This is the most common approach used in global-scale EEIO
analysis. For alternative model formulations, see Miller and Blair [14].
3.1. Definitions
Consider a world in which there are two economic sectors, agriculture (Ag) and manufacturing (Ma).
These two sectors sell goods and services to each other and also to a population of final consumers who
purchase the final, finished products sold by each of the sectors. This world can be described using the
input-output table shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Input-output table for two-sector world containing agriculture (Ag) and
manufacturing (Ma) sectors. Other columns and rows give final demand (FD), value added
(VA), total output (TO) and total input (TI).

Ag
Ma
VA
TI

Ag
8
4
4
16

Ma
5
2
5
12

FD
3
6

TO
16
12

This table depicts all of the yearly monetary transactions between actors in the economy. The main
square in the center of the table shows the inputs to each sector in the columns and the outputs, to each
sector in the rows. In this example, businesses in the Ag sector purchase $4 worth of goods and services
from the Ma sector and $8 worth of goods and services from other businesses in the Ag sector.
To the right of this central square are columns labeled FD, for final demand, and TO, for total output.
FD gives the amount of money that final consumers spent to buy finished products from each sector.
Although in most input-output tables, final demand consists of demands from households, government
and businesses (gross fixed capital formation), this example considers only the summed final demand
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from these three sources, which will be referred to below simply as household demand. The total output
of each sector is the total amount of goods and services sold, both to other businesses and to final
consumers. The bottom square has rows for VA, or value added, and TI, for total inputs. Value added is
the profit or economic benefit that sectors receive each year. Note that the total inputs into each sector
equals the total outputs for that sector.
Next, imagine that the environmental impacts associated with all of the production activities of each
sector in this year are known. For example, presume that an emissions inventory of this economy found
that activities in the Ag sector resulted in the emission of 8 t of carbon, and activities in the manufacturing
sector resulted in the emission of 4 t of carbon. The Ag sector, for example, may release 8 t C from soils
in the process of generating all of its economic output for the year, while the manufacturing sector
may burn 4 t C worth of fuel in its factories. Equivalently, an initial inventory showing that the Ag
sector occupies 8 ha of land, and in the Ma sector, 4 ha could be used, as could a measure of any other
quantifiable metric of environmental impact.
These emissions figures, along with knowledge of the total output of each sector, can be used to
calculate a direct intensity vector, f , that gives the emissions associated with $1 of output from each
sector. Ag has a direct intensity of 8 t C/$16 total output, or 0.5 t C/$. Ma has a direct intensity of
0.33 t C/$, and the direct intensity vector f = [0.5 0.33] describes the emissions intensity for the two
sectors in this economy.
If there were no intermediate sales between businesses in this economy and all products were
purchased directly by final consumers, this would be the final step of the analysis. Ag products would
have an intensity of 0.5 t C/$, and consumers would have had a final demand of $16 (the entire output
of the Ag sector, since in this hypothetical case, consumers purchase the entire output of the sector),
meaning that consumer purchases from the Ag sector drove the emission of 8 t C. Equivalent logic
applies to the Ma sector. In terms of the input-output table, this would correspond to the case in which
the entire main square of the table was filled with zeros.
However, because some of the products of each sector are sold to other businesses and not directly
to final consumers, this simple calculation will not work here. A naive approach might be to multiply
(elementwise) the direct intensity vector f = [0.5 0.33] by a vector of actual final demand, y = [3 6],
which results in a total emission estimate of E = [1.5 2], or only 3.5 t C worth of total emissions, with
1.5 t C from the Ag sector and 2 t C from the Ma sector.
Clearly, this approach is incorrect, as there are 8.5 t of “missing” carbon emissions. As explained
below, these emissions are not missing at all—they are embodied in the intermediate products
that businesses sold to each other. The value of EEIO lies precisely in its ability to capture the
interrelationships between sectors in the economy and to sort out, in a simple and consistent manner, how
these embodied emissions in intermediate products sold from business-to-business eventually become
finished products and reach final consumers. EEIO thus provides a method for tracking how embodied
impacts “move” from sector to sector, or nation to nation, in various forms of raw and finished products.
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3.2. Mathematics: Preliminaries
The mathematics of EEIO are relatively simple, although basic matrix algebra is needed. The overall
approach is explained graphically below, however, in an attempt to make the purpose and result of the
matrix algebra more intuitive. To complete an EEIO analysis, two pieces of raw data are required: a
measurement of the direct environmental impacts associated with each sector and a balanced input-output
table in which the total inputs to each sector equal the total outputs from that sector. The example from
the previous section is continued below, in which the measure of environmental impact is the emissions
of carbon.
The first step, as previously described, is to divide (elementwise) the direct emissions for each sector
by the total output for that sector to calculate a direct intensity vector, f , that gives the tonnes of carbon
emitted by businesses in each sector to produce one dollar of output. In this vector, the first element
refers to the first sector (Ag) and the second element to the second sector (Ma).
h
i h
i h
i
f = 8 4 / 16 12 = 0.5 0.33
(1)
The second step is to create the technical coefficient matrix, commonly denoted as the A matrix [14],
which gives the amount of input that a given sector must receive from every other sector in order to create
one dollar of output. This matrix can be constructed by dividing each column in the central square of the
input-output matrix, which gives the total dollar inputs into a sector, by the total output for that sector.
"
# "
#
8/16 5/12
0.5 0.42
A=
=
(2)
4/16 2/12
0.25 0.17
This matrix shows, for example, that the Ag sector requires $0.25 of inputs (that is, purchases) from
the Ma sector for each dollar of output that it creates. This was found by taking the total inputs from the
Ma sector into the Ag sector ($4) and dividing by the total output of the Ag sector ($16). All other cells
of the A matrix are calculated in the same manner.
The next step is to consider how the flow of products between sectors and to final consumers can be
tracked. Imagine that a consumer purchases a $1 shirt from a clothing business that is part of the Ma
sector. What are the total upstream emissions associated with this shirt? This problem can be solved by
successively moving upstream through layers of sales between sectors in this economy to find the total
dollar output that was required from each sector, accounting for intermediate purchases between sectors,
to create the shirt.
At the first layer, creating the shirt entailed $1 of direct output from the Ma sector, since this was how
much the shirt cost. Thus, at a minimum, at least $1 of output from Ma is required. If the analysis was
stopped at this first layer, this shirt would be estimated to require a carbon emission of 0.33 t C, which
is simply the dollar output from the Ma sector ($1) multiplied by the direct intensity vector value for the
Ma sector.
However, the input-output table (Table 1) shows that this shirt company had to purchase goods and
services from other businesses in order to make the shirt. For example, it may have purchased cotton
from a business in the Ag sector and plastic wrap from another business in the Ma sector. What was
the total value of all of these purchases of inputs? Or equivalently, how much additional output “one
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layer behind” the shirt factory was required of each sector in the economy to support the production of
the shirt?
This question can be answered by examining the A matrix. The second column of the A matrix states
that for a business in the Ma sector to create $1 of output, it must purchase as input $0.42 worth of goods
and services from the Ag sector (the cotton business) and $0.17 worth of goods and services from the
Ma sector (the plastic wrap business). Producing a $1 shirt thus required the additional output, at the
second layer, of $0.42 from the Ag sector and $0.17 from the Ma sector (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Sector output at production layers 1 and 2 required for the Ma sector to sell a $1
product to a final consumer.
$1 Ma
x 0.42

x 0.17

$0.42 Ag

$0.17 Ma

The second layer emissions associated with the shirt can be calculated by multiplying these
second layer output values by the appropriate direct intensity vector values, giving an additional
0.17 × 0.33 + 0.42 × 0.5 = 0.26 t C of required emissions beyond the 0.33 t C of emissions associated
with the first layer. The total estimate of the carbon emissions associated with this shirt are now
0.33 + 0.26 = 0.59 t C, through the first and second layers of production.
This logic continues to the third layer, as the $0.17 of additional output from the Ma sector at layer
two required more output from both the Ag and Ma sectors, once again in the proportions specified
by the second column of the A matrix. Similarly, the $0.42 of output from the Ag sector at layer two
requires additional output from the Ag and Ma sectors in the proportions specified by the first column of
the A matrix, which gives the required inputs for one dollar of output from the Ag sector (Figure 4).
Figure 4. Sector output at production layers 1, 2 and 3 required for the Ma sector to sell a
$1 product to a final consumer.
$1 Ma
x 0.42

x 0.17

$0.42 Ag

$0.17 Ma

x 0.5

x 0.25

x 0.42

x 0.17

$0.21 Ag

$0.10 Ma

$0.07 Ag

$0.03 Ma

This third layer of production thus adds a total of 0.21 + 0.07 = 0.28 dollars of required additional
output from the Ag sector and 0.10 + 0.03 = 0.13 dollars of required output from the Ma sector.
As with the second layer, the total additional emissions required from this third layer of production can
be calculated using these totals and the associated values from the direct intensity vector. The additional
emissions from this third layer are 0.28 × 0.5 + 0.14 × 0.33 = 0.18 t C, above and beyond those already
counted in the first and second layers.
This process continues to an infinite number of upstream layers, although it should be clear that
the contribution of successively higher (farther upstream) layers diminishes. In principle, the process
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above could be continued to calculate the carbon emissions associated with each layer of production.
This would rapidly become infeasible, however, for large input-output tables, as the number of tree
branches grows as the number of sectors to the power of the layer number. Fortunately, however, there
is a faster way to perform this calculation, as explained in the next section.
3.3. Mathematics: Total Intensity Vector
Consider now how to calculate the total carbon emissions, from all layers of production, required to
produce $1 of output from all sectors for sale to a final consumer (the same goal as the shirt example
above). This new vector, giving the total carbon emissions associated with $1 of output to final demand,
is known as the total intensity vector, F .
To begin, consider the first layer. At this layer, $1 of output to final demand involves just the directly
emitted 0.5 t C for the Ag sector and 0.33 t C for the Ma sector. The total intensity vector, considering
only the first layer, is thus the same as the direct intensity vector. In matrix form, the total intensity
vector can thus be written as the product of the direct intensity vector and an identity matrix.
"
#
h
i 1 0
i
h
F1 = f I = 0.5 0.33
(3)
= 0.5 0.33
0 1
As with the direct intensity vector, the first element of this F1 vector refers to the first sector (Ag) and
the second element refers to the second sector (Ma).
Now, consider the second layer. For $1 of output to final demand from the Ma sector, for example,
an additional $0.42 of output from the Ag sector (and 0.20 t C) and $0.17 of output from the Ma sector
(and 0.06 t C) is required (see the previous section for explanation), for a total of 0.26 additional t C.
Examining the A matrix, it becomes clear that this total can also easily be calculated by multiplying the
direct intensity vector by the second column of the A matrix. In fact, this operation performs exactly
the same steps of arithmetic as seen in the shirt example above, giving the same final answer. By the
same logic, using the full A matrix, including the first column, also calculates the layer two emissions
associated with $1 of output to final demand from the Ag sector, which are 0.33 t C.
"
#
h
i 0.5 0.42
h
i
= 0.33 0.26
(4)
F2 = f A = 0.5 0.33
0.25 0.17
Now, consider the third layer. The correct answer for the layer three output needed to produce $1 of
output from the Ma sector is $0.28 from the Ag sector and $0.13 from the Ma sector. Although it may
not be initially obvious, the equivalent algebra is carried out by squaring the A matrix, and these figures
appear in the second column of the resulting matrix.
"
#"
# "
#
0.5 0.42
0.5 0.42
0.35 0.28
AA =
=
(5)
0.25 0.17 0.25 0.17
0.17 0.13
The second column of this squared matrix gives the dollar output from the Ag (first row) and Ma
(second row) sectors required at the third layer, across all branches of the tree at this layer, to produce
$1 of output to final demand from the Ma sector. Similar to the case of the second layer, this matrix can
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simply be multiplied by the direct intensity vector to find the layer three emissions associated with $1 of
output from both sectors.
"
#
h
i 0.36 0.28
h
i
F3 = f AA = 0.5 0.33
= 0.23 0.18
(6)
0.17 0.13
Similar to the previous production tree diagrams, this process can, in principle, be continued for
higher layers. However, there is an additional manipulation that will allow the results for all layers to be
calculated and summed in one step.
Examining the results for the first three layers, it can be seen that the total intensity vector across all
layers, F , can be written as a sum of the intensity vectors for each layer, i, Fi , and that each intensity
vector Fi is itself the product of f and either I (in the case of layer one) or A raised to a power.
F = F1 + F2 + F3 + . . . = f I + f A + f AA + . . . = f [I + A + A2 + . . .]

(7)

The portion of this equation in brackets is a geometric series whose sum can be expressed as the
function (I − A)−1 —that is, the infinite sum in the brackets is equal to this term. In reference to Wassily
Leontief, who is considered to be the founder of input-output analysis [26], this new matrix is often
known as the Leontief inverse matrix, L.
F = f L = f (I − A)−1

(8)

This is the equation most commonly used in applications of environmentally-extended input-output
analysis. The actual matrix manipulation itself can be carried out in any numerical software package,
including spreadsheet programs like Microsoft Excel, if the input-output matrices are relatively small.
Using the example data, F can be calculated to be equal to [1.6 1.2], which states that each dollar of
output to final demand from the Ag sector requires 1.6 t of upstream carbon emissions (1.2 t C for the
Ma sector).
"
# "
# !−1
h
i
h
i
1 0
0.5 0.42
F = f L = 0.5 0.33
−
= 1.6 1.2
(9)
0 1
0.25 0.17
3.4. Final Analyses
The total intensity vector, F , reports the total amount of upstream emissions (or other upstream
environmental impact) that occur anywhere in the economy, in any sector, to ultimately produce $1 of
output to final consumers from a given sector. In the case of carbon, this is often known as the emissions
intensity of a sector. In terms of the earlier example, the upstream carbon emissions associated with the
purchase of hamburger can be calculated by simply multiplying the price paid for the hamburger by the
total intensity of the hamburger sector (or perhaps, more realistically, the bovine meat product sector).
The total upstream emissions caused each year by all of the sales to final consumers made by a
sector can also be calculated. In the hamburger example, this would also be equivalent to the total
emissions footprint of the hamburger sector or the total emissions that are ultimately driven by consumers
purchasing and eating hamburgers. To do this, the total intensity vector (total emissions per dollar of final
demand) is multiplied (elementwise) by the final demand vector (dollars of consumer purchases).
E =F ×y

(10)
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In the simple, two sector world, the emissions inventory counted total emissions of 12 t C, with
8 t C direct emissions from the Ag sector and 4 t C direct emissions from the Ma sector. However, after
a more detailed analysis, consumer purchases from the Ag sector are found to be responsible for driving
only 4.8 t C of upstream emissions, while purchases from the Ma sector are responsible for driving
7.2 t C of emissions.
h
i h
i h
i
E = F × y = 1.6 1.2 × 3 6 = 4.8 7.2
(11)
The resulting vector E is sometimes referred to as a consumption-based inventory, as it counts all of
the emissions required for a given sector to sell goods and services to end consumers. The original direct
emissions inventory is then referred to as a production-based inventory.
Note that the total emissions from both sectors in the consumption-based and production-based
inventories are the same (12 t C). This EEIO analysis can thus be interpreted as a process of reallocating
responsibility for a known quantity of emissions (or impact, more generally) from a producer-orientation
to a consumer-orientation. This result shows that there is effectively a net transfer of embodied carbon
from the Ag to the Ma sectors in this economy. In other words, 3.2 t C emitted by the Ag sector
are actually emitted to support the sales of goods and services from the Ma sector to final consumers.
In theory, if the Ma sector did not exist, the Ag sector would only need to emit 4.8 t C in order to meet
consumer demands for agricultural products.
Evaluating flows of embodied impacts between nations involves a very straightforward extension of
the methods above. Imagine that there is a large input-output table in which there are, for example,
10 different nations, each with 25 different sectors, for a total of 250 sectors. Each sector in this large
table can be identified by both a nation and a category, such as US manufacturing, US construction,
Danish manufacturing, etc. The cells in this large input-output table now show not only the purchases
between sectors within a nation, but also the purchases between sectors of different nations, a measure
of import and export between nations. This table is known as a multi-regional input-output table [10,19].
In the multi-regional case, the F vector now gives the total upstream emissions from any sector in the
world, not just sectors of the “home nation”, that are needed for a given sector within a given nation to sell
its goods and services to end consumers. If the total intensity vector, F , is multiplied (elementwise) by a
long vector of final demand of all of the households in Country A, yA , the result gives the total upstream
impacts, in all nations, driven by the consumption of the residents of Country A. These summarized
results can be disaggregated in many ways, including to measure bilateral trade between nations. When
evaluated in this manner, the final emissions vector, EA , is often referred to as the total “footprint” of a
nation, which represents the sum total of all upstream emissions required to produce all of the goods and
services purchased by consumers in a nation from all sectors in a given year.
4. Discussion of Strengths and Weaknesses of EEIO Analysis
EEIO analysis provides a simple and rapid method that can be used to evaluate the upstream
environmental impacts associated with downstream economic consumption, as well as the embodied
environmental impacts in traded goods. This approach effectively addresses each of the major, previously
described shortcomings of traditional process-based methods. In particular, EEIO is able to:
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• Follow “product trees” back for an infinite number of steps;
• Use publicly available input-output tables to infer the production recipes used for the creation of
goods and services;
• Address the existence of loops or cycles in production practices, which occur when a product is
used in the production of itself;
• Avoid double counting by allocating, in a mutually exclusive manner, environmental impacts
between sectors;
• Capture trade in secondary, processed products, including feed fed to livestock;
• Capture trade in services (if a monetary input-output table is used).
EEIO approaches also have several well-known limitations. Below are short descriptions of the most
salient considerations for scientists who might apply EEIO techniques.
• Perhaps the most important assumption of EEIO is known as homogeneity, or the assumption
that each sector in the economy products a single, homogeneous good or service. In other words,
$1 sold by the Ag sector to every other sector and $1 sold by the Ag sector to final consumers
is assumed to represent the same product or, at a minimum, carry an identical embodied
environmental impact. This assumption becomes better as the resolution of the input-output table
(i.e., the number of sectors) increases. Ideally, there should be one sector associated with each
individual unique product created in the economy, although this level of detail is never realized;
• The sector resolution of input-output tables may be low, both leading to issues with homogeneity
and with practical application. For example, the Global Trade and Analysis Project (GTAP)
database, which is frequently used to create multi-regional input-output tables [27], has sectors for
rice, wheat, and all other cereal grains. It is thus not possible, using this table, to specifically track
the environmental impacts associated with soy beans, for example. It is similarly not possible to
specifically track the impacts associated with a particular business within a sector using the simple
methods described above;
• Input-output tables may not capture all activities in the economy. For example, they may exclude
unpaid work and, as mentioned previously, will not generally include “zeroth layer” impacts, or
direct impacts by consumers that do not involve purchases from economic sectors (i.e., burning
gasoline in one’s car or cutting down and burning firewood on one’s own property). These issues
may be especially important in low-income nations and for activities like land clearing, where
much environmental impact may be “off the books”. The impacts of these activities should be
inventoried and assigned directly to the relevant actors, without the use of input-output analysis;
• Input-output analyses are linear models that assume a constant, fixed proportion of inputs is used
to create a sector’s output;
• The accuracy of global input-output tables is limited by disparities in the collection and
standardization of raw data in different nations;
• Input-output tables are generally not available for every nation and may be published with large
time lags (i.e., every five years);
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• The accurate assessment of environmental impacts themselves, and the assignment of these
impacts to sectors, is often difficult [28,29]. Inventories of environmental impacts, especially at
large spatial scales, such as nations, often reflect a mix of empirically measured data and modeled
estimates, both of which can introduce biases and uncertainties into EEIO analyses.
The extent and importance of these limitations will depend on the particular input-output database
used for analysis. There are now several well-known multi-regional input-output databases and models
that can be used for EEIO analysis at the global scale, including Eora [30,31], EXIOBASE [32,33],
the Global Trade and Analysis Project (GTAP) [27,34,35], and the World Input-Output Database
(WIOD) [36]. Newer databases have made a particular effort to address many of the limitations
mentioned above, especially with regard to sector resolution.
5. Conclusions
Despite their limitations, applications of environmentally-extended input-output analysis continue to
grow in popularity. By enabling the rapid assessment of the upstream drivers of environmental impacts,
as well as the impacts embodied in trade between nations, this approach is enabling a new generation of
analyses that take a consumption-focused, rather than a production-focused, perspective on the causes of
global environmental degradation and resource use. This approach will be particularly critical for efforts
to track the flow of resources and pollutants through an increasingly globalized economy and for finding
ways to reduce the impacts of ever-growing human consumption demands. As newer and more detailed
input-output tables continue to be created and as analysts move beyond traditional impacts, like carbon
emissions, to evaluating impacts on water, land, resource use and biodiversity, environmentally-extended
input-output analysis only stands to continue to gain in prominence and importance for years to come.
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